CG sites and their nucleotide environment in the human gamma-delta-beta-globin gene cluster: distribution, frequency and possible frame for differential methylation.
Available restriction endonucleases including CG dinucleotides in their target sequences (most of them being unable to cut the DNA when the cytosine of the CG sequence is methylated) have been used to map cloned DNA covering the human gamma-delta-beta globin gene cluster. Since the human DNA fragments were cloned in Escherichia coli, only the internal cytosine in the sequence CCAT GG could be methylated. Thus, any recognized "CG enzyme" site can be detected since they are unmethylated. Results show that frequencies of "CG enzyme" sites regularly decrease from the gamma-globin region to the beta-globin region, the latter being very poor in "CG enzyme"' sites. The array of enzymes used here detects 4 times more CG sites than the classical MspI/HpaII system. Examination of previously sequenced parts of the gamma-delta-beta globin gene cluster shows that CG dinucleotides correspond to an average frequency of 1 out of 104 nucleotides in the gamma-globin region and 1 out of 138 nucleotides in the beta-globin region. In the gamma-globin region, 1 CG out of 4 or 5 may be detected by the enzymes used; the detected frequency is less than 1 out of 10 CG in the beta-region. Analysis of nucleotide environment around CG dinucleotides shows occurrence of local differences, the main sequences being CGG in the 5' side flanking the gamma genes and ACG in the corresponding area of the beta gene. The results presented introduce some new considerations about analysis of cytosine methylation which has been previously proposed as playing a role in the control of the activity of gamma, delta and beta genes respectively.